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By L. Abbott Leissler end J. Cary Nettles

Shock-positioning
spike and the variable

NJMMARY

controls designed to actuate the translating
bypass of a variable-gecmetry inlet were inves-

h tigated in the 8- by 6-fopt supersonic tunnel. The-operation of this
inlet was observed in combination with a J34 turbojet engine at tunnel
Mach numbers from 1.7 to 2.0. At Mach number 1.9} it was demonstrated*
that either the translating spike or the bypass could be automatically
actuated to maintain the inlet terminal shock just inside the cowl lip
over a range of engine mass flow. With the bypass controlled by the
terminal shock and the spike translation controlled by the conical
shock, the inlet was autanatically maintained near critical air flow
as the Mach nuniberwas varied from 2.0 to 1.75 with constant engine
rotative speed.

.

The control of fuel flow by inlet-shock position has been’success-
fully applied to a ram jet (refs. 1 and 2). One control system illu-
stratedthat the relation between conical shock position and flight Mach
number cam be employed to maintain.A~Teselected flight speed. Another
control system for this ram jet utilized the interrelation.o~f,thater- .
mind shock positicm and the diffuser performance to maktain th~fiet :
near critical conditions. The results obtained with the rapJet were,
used to detise similar systems for the inlet of the turbojet e&&%*’@?V- “
reference 3. One control system which was investi~ted at a free-stream
Mach number ~ of 1.9 was arranged so that the position of the ter-

minal shock would automatically control the spilling of air by either
the bypass or the translation of the spike. A second control system
was used in conjunction with the translating spike to maintain the con-
ical shock near the cowl lip as the stream Mach number was v%ried from
1.7 to 2.0.

.
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The nacelle-?ikmntedJ34 turbojet engine equipped with both a trans-
*

lating spike and a variable-area bypass was-investigatedwith automatic
controls in the Lewis 8- by 6-foot supersonic tunnel. These control .
systems were investigated at engine rotativ.espeeds from 80 to 100 per-
cent of rated. The operation of these control systems is described.
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SYM80LS

The following symbols are used in this report: $
3

reference area, defined by dismeter at compressor inlet, 2.41 sq f%

Mch number ..

Mach nuniberat which conical shock intersects cowl lip -. .—

mass flow -.

engine rotational speed, rpm d

rated engine rotational speed, 12,500 rpm ~.

total pressure, abs

static pressure, abs

air flow rate measured

total pressure divided

at

by

total temperature divided
temperature

compressor face, lb/see

NACA @ndard sea-level absolute pressure

by I$ACAstandard sea-level absolute

angle between axis of cone and line joining cone tip and cowl lip,
deg

*.*4t*

Subscripts: .

. . . * $.&m% ***

2 lip of cowl

o free stre~

2 ahead of bypass

—-

d

—
.

3 compressor face
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APPARATUS

3

The general layout of the J34 nacelle configuratim is shown in
figure l(a). For this inlet, a combination of 17° internal cowl angle
and 25° half-cone sngle made it possible to contour the subsonic dif-
fuser so that u area variation essentially equivalent to a 6° total
angle cone was obtained at the forward spike position, and internal con-
traction did not occur at the aft spike position: The forward spike

g
position would be a design in which the conical shock intersects the
cowl lip at a Mach number of 2.4; whereas for the aft spike position

a the shock intersection would occur at a &ch number of 1.58. A continu.
ous variation of spike position was obtainable with a remotely con-
trolled screw jack mounted within the centerbody.

Al

3 The bypass air was bled through the outer wall of the subsotic dif-

q fuser by a series of equally spaced longitudinal slots which opened to

g
the cavity between the diffuser wall and the nacelle skin. The flow of
bypass air was controlled by a hinged door mounted in the nacelle skin
and actuated by a screw Jack located in the support strut.

b
The cowl entrance area was purposely made larger than that required

for the engine air flow in order to permit investigation of the.full
e range of flexibility afforded by the ccmibinationof translating qpike

and variable-area bypass.

●

Engine rotative speed was sensed by a pulse-generator-t~e +achcnne-
ter pickup which was incorporated in the starter drive. Control of the
engine rotative speed was by manual operation of the fuel throttle.

The total- and static-pressure survey rakes at the compressor face
were used to measure air flow and pressure recovery. Values presented
as “indicated” total-pressure ratio were read from an instrument which
indicated the ratio of the pressure frcm an averaging rake at the com-
pressor face to a total pressure measured in the tunnel bellmouth. This
averaging rake is standard equipment on the J34 and consists of several
@act holes venting Into one of the front compressor bearing support
struts. During operation, this indicator was observed to yield values
of total-pressure ratio within 1 percentage point of that computed from
the total-pressure-surveyvalues.

Four tubes were added to the inlet section of the model to sense
pressures required for the shock-positioning controls. The conical
spike was truncated slightly to allow a l/16-inch-dismeter impact tube
to be placed such that it would sense total pressure behind a normal
shock occurring at free-stream conditions. A cone surface static-
pressure tap was placed appro~tely 3 inches behind the total-pressure
tube (fig. l(b)}. An impact tube and a static tap were located on the
cowl approximately on the horizontal center line, but separated
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a

circumferentiallyby approximately 1 inch (fig. l(c)). The two impact
tubes were connected to a differential pressure switch. The two static
taps were connected to a similar switch. The differential pressure
switch (ref. 1) consisted of two low-volume (1 cc) chambers separated
by a flexible rubber diaphra~ (see fig. l(d)). Two electrical contacts
were located so that as the differential pressure between the two cham-
bers was varied, a circuit was first closed on one side, then open on
both sides, and finally closed on the remaining side. The pressure
switch connected to the impact pressures was tested as a control for
the reversible drive motor which positioned the adjustable spike. The

a

pressure switch connected to the static taps was tested as a control 3.
for the spike hive or the bypass actuator. —

Variables imposed upon the control system were engine rpm and free-
stream l&ch number. Tests of the terminal-shock-positioncontrols were
made at.constant free-stream Mach nrmiberwith variable engine rpm. Var-
iable Mach number tests of the conibinedcontrol were made with essen-
tially constant engine speed while the free-stresm ~ch ntier was _.
varied by means of the tunnel flexible wall.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

T~ical
presented in

These curves

.

performance curves for the inlet of this investigation are
figures 2 W 3 for a free-streeml!achnumber ~ of 1.9.

illustrate that the inlet can deliver a given engine air
flow with a variety of combinatirms of spike position and bypass opening
which will have a correspondingvariety of pressure recoveries. Opera-
tion of this diffuser with variable air flow, nearly maximum pressure
recovery, and drag considerably less than encountered with subcritical
spillage can be obtained by maintaining the diffuser teminal. shock at
a position near the cowl entrance through variation of the spike posi-
tion. An alternative mode of operation which provides a further reduc-
tion of drag (ref. 4) with a pressure recovery somewhat less than the
maximum is to position the terminal shock
means of the variable-area bypass.

Terminal-Shock-Positioning

The schematic operation of a control
termiml-shock position is illustrated in

near the cowl entrance by

Control Systems

for two conditions of
fiare 4. The condition shown

in figure 4(a) is one in which the equivalen~ air flow required at the
exit of the diffuser is greater than the equivalent air flow that can
enter the diffuser at critical.inlet conditions, and therefore the ter-
minal shock has moved into the diffuser. me sensfig pressure pz is

essentially equal to the reference pressure pc, and the switch contacts
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are arranged to be closed on one side. The

5

electric circuit is set to
operate the bypass actuator in the closing direction or to move the
spike in the retracting direction. If either of these actions is taken,
the condition shown in figure 4(b) will result - the terminal shock wCU
move forward of the sensing station, and the sensing pressure wLU be
higher than the reference pressure

opposite set of contacts when this
controlled operates in the reverse

w case.

-Pc” The circuit is changed to the

chmge occurs, and the actuator being
direction relative to the initial .

$

02 Terminal shock positioned by spike translation. - The static-
pressure differential available to operate the pressure switch as the
engine air flow is varied is shown in figure 5 for two fixed spike posi-
tions. These data were obtained by manual operation of”the engine with
no inlet controls in effect. Since the particular switch used in these
investigations was set to have an intermediate position in which neither
of the contacts is closed, the control has a dead band, as shown in fig-
ure 5. The dead band, in which no control signal is received by the ac-
tuator, is insi~ificsnt in terms of variation of air flow, but helps
relieve some of the reversing load on the actuator motor. The perfomn-
ance curves from figure 2 are included in figure 5 to i~ustrate more
clearly the position of the dead band with respect to conventional inlet
performance parameters.

In practice, the presswre required to operate the differential
switch is sm absolute value, and the width and position of the dead
bmd will therefore vary with altitude. In this installation the com-
bination of dead-band pressure and location of the sensing pressure sta-
tion inside the lip was chosen to give a control point slightly super-
critical at the tunnel pressure altitude of approximately 34,500 feet.

The operation of the terminal-shock-positioncontrol connected to
operate the spike-position actuator is presented in figure 6 for a r-e
of 76 to 100 percent rated engine rpm and Mo of 1.9. The mass-flow
ratio indicated for the control data was obtained frcm reference 5 for
the cowl position parameters indicated. As the engine speed was in-
creased above 88 percent of rated (fig. 6), the control set the oblique
shock farther inside the cowl lip, and therefore an increasing portion
of the air received only normal shock compression. For these conditions
there was no advantage with respect to pressure recovery or drag over
supercritical operation with oblique shock on the lip. The control did
function properly, however, positioning the tezminal shock at the cowl
lip station. As the oblique shock was moved ahead of the cowl lip to
provide supersonic mass-flow spillage (speeds below 88 percent of .

rated), the pressure recovery remained essentially constant. The solid
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symbols are data from figure 2 for critical flow conditions at compa- ●

rable spike positions. These symbols indicate that, as predicted from —

the pressure coefficient data, the control set the diffuser at approxl- -
mately the critical operating condition.

.
-—

Terminal shock positioned by variable bypass. - With the use of the
sslnestatic-pressure sensing system illustrated in figure 4, the posi-
tion of the terminal shock can also be controlled by varying the dis-
charge area of the bypass. The static-pressuredifferential available
to operate the pressure switch as the engine air flow is varied is shown “g
in figure 7 for two different bypass positions, fully open and fully
closed. Data for the pressure coefficientswere obtained by manually
operating the engine with no inlet controls. Also reproduced in figure
7 are the faired.inlet performance data frcm figure 3. As indicated by
the dead band of the pressure switch, the control=pointwas slightly
supercritical, as before. Operation of this control over a range of
engine revolutions from 91 to 100 percent rated is shown in figure 8.

—

The hunting zone indicated for this control combination occurred at a
frequency of the order of 1 to 1/2 cycle per second and is believed
to have been caused by coasting of the actuator through the dead band
rather than by any inherent instability.

a
At 99 percent rated engine

speed, the indicated hunting band amounted to approximately 3 percent
of the engine air flow. This control maintained a constant pressure J
recovery over the range of engine speed variations tested corresponding
to almost the full range of bypass travel. Comparison of this pressure
recovery with the data for a can-parablespike yosition from reference 3
indicates that the control maintained the flow at near critical condi--
tions. Within the range investigated, neither of the terminal-shock-
position controls allowed the diffuser to enter the unstable zone.

Combination Control

The combination of translating spike and variable..areabypass _per-
mits a diffuser to be operated at minimum drag as flight Wch number is
varied by translating the spike to keep the conical shock near the cowl
lip. Figqre 9 shows schematically the system used to maintain the

—

conical-shock position. The impact tube in the cone tip (reading Pc)
and the impact tube just inside the cowl lip (reading Pz) are connected

to opposite sides of a differential pressure switch. In figure 9(a) the
oblique shock is inside the cowl lip, and the impact tube inside the
cowl lip re,adsapproximately the total-pressure recovery behind a normal
shock occurring at free-stream conditions. Therefore, this shock-

.sensing pressure P~ wild.approximately equal the reference -act -

pressure Pc located at the cone tip. Uhder these conditions, the

pressure capsule was set to signal am extension of the spike. As the
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spike was extended, the vortex sheet formed by the intersection of the
bow wave in front of the cowl lip aud the oblique shock crossed the
total-pressure tube which measured P~. When the vortex sheet was out.

side the shock-sensing impact tube (fig. 9(b)), the pressure at this
tube was that behind one oblique and one normal shock, and therefore
was higher than that sensed by the reference tube in the cone tip. This

pressure differential closed the opposite contacts in the pressure
switch and thereby retracted the spike. The bow wave sham in the il-
lustrations is the condition induced by bluntness of the cawl lip; how-
ever, this does not affect the principal of operation.

With the conical shock on the cowl, the inlet will generally supply
more qir at critical flow conditions than that required by an engine op-
erating at a constant rotative speed over a range of Mach number. Sub-
critical operation was avoided by using the bypass to spill the excess .

air while maintaining the terminal shock near the cowl entrance. The
hunting illustrated in figure 8 was prevented by connecting the output
of the normal-shock-positioningdifferential pressure switch to a signal
light in the control panel rather than directly to the bypass motor.
The bypass was then manually positionedby the signals from these lights.

So that this combined system could be investigated over a range of
free-stream Mach nwibers, the tunnel Mach number was varied continuously
from 1.7 to 2.0 with the flexible wall. The performance of the combined
control is shown in figure 10. In the Mach ?mwiberrange from 1.75 to
2.0, comparison of the cowl position data for inlet control in operation
with the value of cowl parsmeter necessary for oblique shock - cowl lip
intersection (dotted curve, fig. 10) indicated that the oblique shock
was always positioned slightly ahead of the cowl lip. As the Mach num-
ber was decreased, the bow wave moved farther ahead of the lip and thus
the control position beceme farther forward of the cowl lip. This con-
dition could be remedied by repositioning the cowl lip impact tube.
Figure 10 also shows that for Mach nunibersbelow 1.75, the bypass was
fully open. With further reduction of the Mach number, the normal shock
moved out of the diffuser, but the spike continued to translate and
maintained the vortex sheet at the control position.

For controi spike positions with the oblique shock near the cowl
lip, the pressure recovery was very nearly equal.to the critical re-
covery (ref. 3) for oblique shock on the lip. As the control shock
setting moved ahead of the cowl lip, the pressure recovery exceeded
that for intersection of the oblique shock with the cowl lip. This
would be expected frcm consideration of the data in figure 2.

*

The operation of the automatic diffuser controls with a manually
controlled turbojet engine did not reveal any serious interactions.
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between the inlet and the engine. It remains to be,shown that an engine
installation with completely automatic inlet and engine controls will
not suffer interactions between the control systems themselves.

SUMMARY OF RESUZTS

The following results were obtained from an investigation of shock-
positioning controls for a variable-geometry inlet in conibinationwith
a J34 turbo~et engin~:

.

.

1. With a combination ccmtrol system in which the bypass opening
was controlled by the terminal-shockposition and the spike translation
was controlled by the conical-shockposition, the diffuser was automat-
ically maintained at near-critical conditions over the range of Mach
numbers fram 1.75 to 2.0. For Mach nunibersbelow 1.75, the bypass ca-
pacity was too small to maintain the terminal shock at critical position.
As a result of this, the trsaslating spike control acted to position the
vortex sheet from the conical shock - normal shock intersection.

--

d

2. At a free-stream Mach number of 1.9, the terminal shock was au-
tomatically maintained near critical by means of efther the bypass or
the translating spike as engine rpm was varied. The full bypass travel

.

allowed the engine rpm to be varied fram 91 to 100 percent of rated, and
the translating spike maintained control for a 76 to 100 percent varia-
tion in engine rpm.

—

3. As far as atitomaticcontrol of this particular combination of
variable-geometry diffuser and manually operated J34 engine is con-
cerned, there were no observable interactionsbetween the diffuser and
the engine.

Lewis Flight Propulsion Laboratory
National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics

Cleveland, Ohio, September 29, 1954 —
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intersects cowl lip, ez,

% deg

1.58 53.5
: 1.90 44.5
A 2.40 37.5

—— Unstable flow

4 Stability limit

Solid symbols indicate
critical conditions

‘-14 18 22 26 30

W3*
Engine equivalent air flow, — lb/(sec)(sq ft)A#3 ‘

Figure 2. - Effect of spike translation on diffuser
performance characteristicsat l&ch 1.9. Automatic
control disconnected.
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W3*
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Figure 3. - Effect of bypass ~sition on
diffuser performance characteristicsat
Mach 1.9. Mach number at which conical
shock intersects cowl lip, ~, 1.90 (coni-
cal shock on lip). Automatic control
disconnected.

.
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Figure 4. - IllustrationOf control designedto positionterminalshock.
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#

Figure 5. - Effect of spike position on control pressures at Mach
1.9. Faired curves of figure 2 are included for comparison.

Automatic control disconnected.
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Figure 6. - Criticalomtrol by automaticspike translation. Mach 1.9j by-passfully
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Figure 7. - Effect of by’pss position on control pressures at Mach 1.9. 4

Faired curves of figure 3 included for comparison. Mach number at which
conical shock intersects cowl lip MD equal to free-stream Mach number
~. Automatic control disconnected.
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Figure 8. - Bypass automatically controlled by
terminal-shock ~sition. Operation atohkch
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I ~ Inlet control operating; N/hw= 0.92

l-+-r- Critical operationwith spik~
psitioned for intersectionof

Ill oblique shock with cowl lip
t I I

1(XI

20

,- )

NACA-Lmgley -12-20-64-825

Indicatedfree-streamMach number,%

Figure 10. - Performanceof combinedcontrol.
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Shock-positioning
spike and the variable

NJMMARY

controls designed to actuate the translating
bypass of a variable-gecmetry inlet were inves-

h tigated in the 8- by 6-fopt supersonic tunnel. The-operation of this
inlet was observed in combination with a J34 turbojet engine at tunnel
Mach numbers from 1.7 to 2.0. At Mach number 1.9, it was demonstrated*
that either the translating spike or the bypass could be automatically
actuated to maintain the inlet terminal shock just inside the cowl lip
over a range of engine mass flow. With the bypass controlled by the
terminal shock and the spike translation controlled by the conical
shock, the inlet was autanatically maintained near critical air flow
as the Mach nuniberwas varied from 2.0 to 1.75 with constant engine
rotative speed.

.

The control of fuel flow by inlet-shock position has been’success-
fully applied to a ram jet (refs. 1 and 2). One control system illus-
trated that the relation between conical shock position and flight Mach
number cam be employed to maintain.A~Teselected flight speed. Another
control system for this ram jet utilized the interrelation.o~f,thater- .
mind shock positicm and the diffuser performance to maktain th~fiet ;
near critical conditions. The results obtained with the rap.~et were,
used to detise similar systems for the inlet of the turbojet e&&%*’@?V- “
reference 3. One control system which was investi~ted at a free-stream
Mach number ~ of 1.9 was arranged so that the position of the ter-

minal shock would automatictiy control the spilling of air by either
the bypass or the translation of the spike. A second control system
was used in conjunction with the translating spike to maintain the con-
ical shock near the cowl lip as the stream Mach number was v%ried from
1.7 to 2.0.

.
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The nacelle-?ikmntedJ34 turbojet engine equipped with both a trans-
*

lating spike and a variable-area bypass was-investigatedwith automatic
controls in the Lewis 8- by 6-foot supersonic tunnel. These control .
systems were investigated at engine rotativ.espeeds from 80 to 100 per-
cent of rated. The operation of these control systems is described.
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The following symbols are used in this report: $
3

reference area, defined by dismeter at compressor inlet, 2.41 sq f%

Mch number ..

Mach nuniberat which conical shock intersects cowl lip -. .—

mass flow -.

engine rotational speed, rpm d

rated engine rotational speed, 12,500 rpm ~.

total pressure, abs

static pressure, abs

air flow rate measured

total pressure divided

at

by

total temperature divided
temperature

compressor face, lb/see

NACA @ndard sea-level absolute pressure

by I$ACAstandard sea-level absolute

angle between axis of cone and line joining cone tip and cowl lip,
deg

*.*4t*

Subscripts: .

. . . * $.&m% ***

2 lip of cowl

o free stre~

2 ahead of bypass

—-

d

—
.

3 compressor face
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The general layout of the J34 nacelle configuratim is shown in
figure l(a). For this inlet, a combination of 17° internal cowl angle
and 25° half-cone sngle made it possible to contour the subsonic dif-
fuser so that u area variation essentially equivalent to a 6° total
angle cone was obtained at the forward spike position, and internal con-
traction did not occur at the aft spike position: The forward spike

g
position would be a design in which the conical shock intersects the
cowl lip at a Mach number of 2.4; whereas for the aft spike position

a the shock intersection would occur at a &ch number of 1.58. A continu.
ous variation of spike position was obtainable with a remotely con-
trolled screw jack mounted within the centerbody.

Al

3 The bypass air was bled through the outer wall of the subsotic dif-

q fuser by a series of equally spaced longitudinal slots which opened to

g
the cavity between the diffuser wall and the nacelle skin. The flow of
bypass air was controlled by a hinged door mounted in the nacelle skin
and actuated by a screw Jack located in the support strut.

b
The cowl entrance area was purposely made larger than that required

for the engine air flow in order to permit investigation of the.full
e range of flexibility afforded by the ccmibinationof translating qpike

and variable-area bypass.

●

Engine rotative speed was sensed by a pulse-generator-t~e +achcnne-
ter pickup which was incorporated in the starter drive. Control of the
engine rotative speed was by manual operation of the fuel throttle.

The total- and static-pressure survey rakes at the compressor face
were used to measure air flow and pressure recovery. Values presented
as “indicated” total-pressure ratio were read from an instrument which
indicated the ratio of the pressure frcm an averaging rake at the com-
pressor face to a total pressure measured in the tunnel bellmouth. This
averaging rake is standard equipment on the J34 and consists of several
@act holes venting Into one of the front compressor bearing support
struts. During operation, this indicator was observed to yield values
of total-pressure ratio within 1 percentage point of that computed from
the total-pressure-surveyvalues.

Four tubes were added to the inlet section of the model to sense
pressures required for the shock-positioning controls. The conical
spike was truncated slightly to allow a l/16-inch-dismeter impact tube
to be placed such that it would sense total pressure behind a normal
shock occurring at free-stream conditions. A cone surface static-
pressure tap was placed appro~tely 3 inches behind the total-pressure
tube (fig. l(b)}. An impact tube and a static tap were located on the
cowl approximately on the horizontal center line, but separated
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a

circumferentiallyby approximately 1 inch (fig. l(c)). The two impact
tubes were connected to a differential pressure switch. The two static
taps were connected to a similar switch. The differential pressure
switch (ref. 1) consisted of two low-volume (1 cc) chambers separated
by a flexible rubber diaphra~ (see fig. l(d)). Two electrical contacts
were located so that as the differential pressure between the two cham-
bers was varied, a circuit was first closed on one side, then open on
both sides, and finally closed on the remaining side. The pressure
switch connected to the impact pressures was tested as a control for
the reversible drive motor which positioned the adjustable spike. The

a

pressure switch connected to the static taps was tested as a control 3.
for the spike hive or the bypass actuator. —

Variables imposed upon the control system were engine rpm and free-
stream l&ch number. Tests of the terminal-shock-positioncontrols were
made at.constant free-stream Mach nrmiberwith variable engine rpm. Var-
iable Mach number tests of the conibinedcontrol were made with essen-
tially constant engine speed while the free-stresm ~ch ntier was _.
varied by means of the tunnel flexible wall.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

T~ical
presented in

These curves

.

performance curves for the inlet of this investigation are
figures 2 W 3 for a free-streeml!achnumber ~ of 1.9.

illustrate that the inlet can deliver a given engine air
flow with a variety of combinatirms of spike position and bypass opening
which will have a correspondingvariety of pressure recoveries. Opera-
tion of this diffuser with variable air flow, nearly maximum pressure
recovery, and drag considerably less than encountered with subcritical
spillage can be obtained by maintaining the diffuser teminal. shock at
a position near the cowl entrance through variation of the spike posi-
tion. An alternative mode of operation which provides a further reduc-
tion of drag (ref. 4) with a pressure recovery somewhat less than the
maximum is to position the terminal shock
means of the variable-area bypass.

Terminal-Shock-Positioning

The schematic operation of a control
termiml-shock position is illustrated in

near the cowl entrance by

Control Systems

for two conditions of
fiare 4. The condition shown

in figure 4(a) is one in which the equivalen~ air flow required at the
exit of the diffuser is greater than the equivalent air flow that can
enter the diffuser at critical.inlet conditions, and therefore the ter-
minal shock has moved into the diffuser. me sensfig pressure pz is

essentially equal to the reference pressure pc, and the switch contacts
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are arranged to be closed on one side. The

5

electric circuit is set to
operate the bypass actuator in the closing direction or to move the
spike in the retracting direction. If either of these actions is taken,
the condition shown in figure 4(b) will result - the terminal shock wCU
move forward of the sensing station, and the sensing pressure wLU be
higher than the reference pressure

opposite set of contacts when this
controlled operates in the reverse

w case.

-Pc” The circuit is changed to the

chmge occurs, and the actuator being
direction relative to the initial .

$

02 Terminal shock positioned by spike translation. - The static-
pressure differential available to operate the pressure switch as the
engine air flow is varied is shown in figure 5 for two fixed spike posi-
tions. These data were obtained by manual operation of”the engine with
no inlet controls in effect. Since the particular switch used in these
investigations was set to have an intermediate position in which neither
of the contacts is closed, the control has a dead band, as shown in fig-
ure 5. The dead band, in which no control signal is received by the ac-
tuator, is insi~ificsnt in terms of variation of air flow, but helps
relieve some of the reversing load on the actuator motor. The perfomn-
ance curves from figure 2 are included in figure 5 to i~ustrate more
clearly the position of the dead band with respect to conventional inlet
performance parameters.

In practice, the presswre required to operate the differential
switch is sm absolute value, and the width and position of the dead
bmd will therefore vary with altitude. In this installation the com-
bination of dead-band pressure and location of the sensing pressure sta-
tion inside the lip was chosen to give a control point slightly super-
critical at the tunnel pressure altitude of approximately 34,500 feet.

The operation of the terminal-shock-positioncontrol connected to
operate the spike-position actuator is presented in figure 6 for a r-e
of 76 to 100 percent rated engine rpm and Mo of 1.9. The mass-flow
ratio indicated for the control data was obtained frcm reference 5 for
the cowl position parameters indicated. As the engine speed was in-
creased above 88 percent of rated (fig. 6), the control set the oblique
shock farther inside the cowl lip, and therefore an increasing portion
of the air received only normal shock compression. For these conditions
there was no advantage with respect to pressure recovery or drag over
supercritical operation with oblique shock on the lip. The control did
function properly, however, positioning the tezminal shock at the cowl
lip station. As the oblique shock was moved ahead of the cowl lip to
provide supersonic mass-flow spillage (speeds below 88 percent of .

rated), the pressure recovery remained essentially constant. The solid
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symbols are data from figure 2 for critical flow conditions at compa- ●

rable spike positions. These symbols indicate that, as predicted from —

the pressure coefficient data, the control set the diffuser at approxl- -
mately the critical operating condition.

.
-—

Terminal shock positioned by variable bypass. - With the use of the
sslnestatic-pressure sensing system illustrated in figure 4, the posi-
tion of the terminal shock can also be controlled by varying the dis-
charge area of the bypass. The static-pressuredifferential available
to operate the pressure switch as the engine air flow is varied is shown “g
in figure 7 for two different bypass positions, fully open and fully
closed. Data for the pressure coefficientswere obtained by manually
operating the engine with no inlet controls. Also reproduced in figure
7 are the faired.inlet performance data frcm figure 3. As indicated by
the dead band of the pressure switch, the control=pointwas slightly
supercritical, as before. Operation of this control over a range of
engine revolutions from 91 to 100 percent rated is shown in figure 8.

—

The hunting zone indicated for this control combination occurred at a
frequency of the order of 1 to 1/2 cycle per second and is believed
to have been caused by coasting of the actuator through the dead band
rather than by any inherent instability.

a
At 99 percent rated engine

speed, the indicated hunting band amounted to approximately 3 percent
of the engine air flow. This control maintained a constant pressure J
recovery over the range of engine speed variations tested corresponding
to almost the full range of bypass travel. Comparison of this pressure
recovery with the data for a can-parablespike yosition from reference 3
indicates that the control maintained the flow at near critical condi--
tions. Within the range investigated, neither of the terminal-shock-
position controls allowed the diffuser to enter the unstable zone.

Combination Control

The combination of translating spike and variable..areabypass _per-
mits a diffuser to be operated at minimum drag as flight Wch number is
varied by translating the spike to keep the conical shock near the cowl
lip. Figqre 9 shows schematically the system used to maintain the

—

conical-shock position. The impact tube in the cone tip (reading Pc)
and the impact tube just inside the cowl lip (reading Pz) are connected

to opposite sides of a differential pressure switch. In figure 9(a) the
oblique shock is inside the cowl lip, and the impact tube inside the
cowl lip re,adsapproximately the total-pressure recovery behind a normal
shock occurring at free-stream conditions. Therefore, this shock-

.sensing pressure P~ wild.approximately equal the reference -act -

pressure Pc located at the cone tip. Uhder these conditions, the

pressure capsule was set to signal am extension of the spike. As the
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spike was extended, the vortex sheet formed by the intersection of the
bow wave in front of the cowl lip aud the oblique shock crossed the
total-pressure tube which measured P~. When the vortex sheet was out.

side the shock-sensing impact tube (fig. 9(b)), the pressure at this
tube was that behind one oblique and one normal shock, and therefore
was higher than that sensed by the reference tube in the cone tip. This

pressure differential closed the opposite contacts in the pressure
switch and thereby retracted the spike. The bow wave sham in the il-
lustrations is the condition induced by bluntness of the cawl lip; how-
ever, this does not affect the principal of operation.

With the conical shock on the cowl, the inlet will generally supply
more qir at critical flow conditions than that required by an engine op-
erating at a constant rotative speed over a range of Mach number. Sub-
critical operation was avoided by using the bypass to spill the excess .

air while maintaining the terminal shock near the cowl entrance. The
hunting illustrated in figure 8 was prevented by connecting the output
of the normal-shock-positioningdifferential pressure switch to a signal
light in the control panel rather than directly to the bypass motor.
The bypass was then manually positionedby the signals from these lights.

So that this combined system could be investigated over a range of
free-stream Mach nwibers, the tunnel Mach number was varied continuously
from 1.7 to 2.0 with the flexible wall. The performance of the combined
control is shown in figure 10. In the Mach ?mwiberrange from 1.75 to
2.0, comparison of the cowl position data for inlet control in operation
with the value of cowl parsmeter necessary for oblique shock - cowl lip
intersection (dotted curve, fig. 10) indicated that the oblique shock
was always positioned slightly ahead of the cowl lip. As the Mach num-
ber was decreased, the bow wave moved farther ahead of the lip and thus
the control position beceme farther forward of the cowl lip. This con-
dition could be remedied by repositioning the cowl lip impact tube.
Figure 10 also shows that for Mach nunibersbelow 1.75, the bypass was
fully open. With further reduction of the Mach number, the normal shock
moved out of the diffuser, but the spike continued to translate and
maintained the vortex sheet at the control position.

For controi spike positions with the oblique shock near the cowl
lip, the pressure recovery was very nearly equal.to the critical re-
covery (ref. 3) for oblique shock on the lip. As the control shock
setting moved ahead of the cowl lip, the pressure recovery exceeded
that for intersection of the oblique shock with the cowl lip. This
would be expected frcm consideration of the data in figure 2.

*

The operation of the automatic diffuser controls with a manually
controlled turbojet engine did not reveal any serious interactions.
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between the inlet and the engine. It remains to be,shown that an engine
installation with completely automatic inlet and engine controls will
not suffer interactions between the control systems themselves.

SUMMARY OF RESUZTS

The following results were obtained from an investigation of shock-
positioning controls for a variable-geometry inlet in conibinationwith
a J34 turbo~et engin~:

.

.

1. With a combination ccmtrol system in which the bypass opening
was controlled by the terminal-shockposition and the spike translation
was controlled by the conical-shockposition, the diffuser was automat-
ically maintained at near-critical conditions over the range of Mach
numbers fram 1.75 to 2.0. For Mach nunibersbelow 1.75, the bypass ca-
pacity was too small to maintain the terminal shock at critical position.
As a result of this, the trsaslating spike control acted to position the
vortex sheet from the conical shock - normal shock intersection.

--

d

2. At a free-stream Mach number of 1.9, the terminal shock was au-
tomatically maintained near critical by means of efther the bypass or
the translating spike as engine rpm was varied. The full bypass travel

.

allowed the engine rpm to be varied fram 91 to 100 percent of rated, and
the translating spike maintained control for a 76 to 100 percent varia-
tion in engine rpm.

—

3. As far as atitomaticcontrol of this particular combination of
variable-geometry diffuser and manually operated J34 engine is con-
cerned, there were no observable interactionsbetween the diffuser and
the engine.

Lewis Flight Propulsion Laboratory
National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics

Cleveland, Ohio, September 29, 1954 —
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intersects cowl lip, ez,
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: 1.90 44.5
A 2.40 37.5

—— Unstable flow

4 Stability limit

Solid symbols indicate
critical conditions

‘-14 18 22 26 30

W3*
Engine equivalent air flow, — lb/(sec)(sq ft)A#3 ‘

Figure 2. - Effect of spike translation on diffuser
performance characteristicsat l&ch 1.9. Automatic
control disconnected.

●
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Figure 3. - Effect of bypass ~sition on
diffuser performance characteristicsat
Mach 1.9. Mach number at which conical
shock intersects cowl lip, ~, 1.90 (coni-
cal shock on lip). Automatic control
disconnected.

.
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Figure 4. - IllustrationOf control designedto positionterminalshock.
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Figure 5. - Effect of spike position on control pressures at Mach
1.9. Faired curves of figure 2 are included for comparison.

Automatic control disconnected.
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~ Inlet controloperating

Wta from fig. 2 at criticalflow
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Figure 6. - Criticalomtrol by automaticspike translation. Mach 1.9j by-passfully
open.
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Figure 7. - Effect of by’pss position on control pressures at Mach 1.9. 4

Faired curves of figure 3 includedfor comparison. Mach number at which
conicalshock intersectscowl lip MD equal to free-streamMach number
~. Automaticcontroldisconnected.
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Percent rated engine speed, (N/Nr)XIOO

Figure 8. - Bypass automatically controlled by
terminal-shock ~sition. Operation atohkch
1.9j cowl position parameter, et, 45.8 .
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I ~ Inlet control operating; N/hw= 0.92

l-+-r- Critical operationwith spik~
psitioned for intersectionof

Ill oblique shock with cowl lip
t I I

1(XI

20

,- )

NACA-Lmgley -12-20-64-825

Indicated free-stream Mach number,
%

Figure 10. - Performanceof combinedcontrol.


